
ROCK N ROLL EXPERIENCE - July / August 2009 

 

 
Track Listing: Karma, Half Truths & Hand Grenades, Seasoned Scheme, The Decider, My Belief, 

Parabellum, God Willing, BulL Ring, Trials of a Madman, Forgive Me, Superpsycho, Cradled Lunacy, 
Westboro, So Be I 

 

Rating: 6 stars 

Brutal, Harsh, Melodic & Intense...that's the best way I can describe the new cd from Ninetail! 
The cd is loud, fast, chock full o' aggro vocals, chunky guitar licks, solid beats & interesting 

guitar runs. "Seasoned Scheme" has interesting little guitar leads that almost sound like they don't 
fit, yet they are what makes the song really unique & what sets the song off totally as far as I'm 
concerned! "The Decider" has a few samples of G.W. Bush Jr. & the song reminds me of early 

Fear Factory on a musical level..it's just a total skull crusher! "My Belief" reminds me of 
Hatebreed somewhat & "Parabellum" has a guitar riff opening that I fell in love with upon first 

listen...it's kinda warped sounding & just really pleasing to the ears of metal fans & there's a pre-
chorus that reminds me of Ozzy just a little! "Bull Ring" is my personal favorite off the disc..it's 
hard to say sometimes why a song stands out, but this is the one that stands out the most to me 

after listening to the disc all the way through for the first time. "Forgive Me" is a little slower in 
tempo compared to the bulk of the songs on this disc & I think it's the song that could easily be 
the lead single off this disc..it's got a super catchy sound & it rocks! "Cradled Lunacy" has crazy 
triggered drums & the closer "So Be It" has a 70's kinda vibe to it...think Black Sabbath meets 

Metallica...it's got a stoner rock feel & there's noises of war in the background to boot..what can I 
say, it's the ultimate closer for a metal cd! There's also enhanced elements on this cd too! 

 


